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ERIC CASH
Stephen Hawking at the Corner Drug StoreWho will know us in the long run?
 
Hawking says that time is a slippery concept, mated to the principle of uncertainty.In this precarious ticking of moments,
 I
 sit on the drug store steps, pretend  not to watch the girl crossing the street, the unified wiggle of her plum-shaped derriere pushed behind gauzy black silk.There must be some unwritten message in 
that twitch, a smooth, gravity defying event compelling  beyond all musing, confirming the mind to habit.In fifteen years or fifty, I might be a surgeon,
 a soldier, a maker of fine Rodin replicas, a priest. But for now I can neither friend, nor fault Hawking's concept of time. I can only  stare, pretending not to stare, knowingit does not matter what I believe. I am human.  I take quick breaths and react. I hum the tune,  play my part in it.
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